
PRIVATE DINING & EVENTS

MEATPACKING



OUR CUISINE & PHILOSOPHY
FIG & OLIVE is about passion for the best olive oils, flavors and cuisine 

from the Riviera and coastal regions of the South of France, Italy and Spain. 
It is a full-service restaurant featuring lunch, brunch and dinner menus. The 

exceptional wine list includes over 30 wines offered by the glass or bottle 
from Italy, France and Spain. FIG & OLIVE’s menu philosophy is based on 

the notion of clean, healthy and sophisticated ingredients and dishes, each 
prepared or finished with unique olive oils.



FIG & OLIVE opened its first location in New York City in 2005. In November 
2006, FIG & OLIVE opened its stunning 4,000 square foot Meatpacking 

District venue, which has since become a favorite for Weddings, Premieres, 
Corporate Functions, Birthdays, Fundraisers, Anniversaries and Product 
Launches. FIG & OLIVE MEATPACKING truly stands out with its elegant 

and authentic design from the French and Italian Riviera. This space offers 
numerous possibilities to host a variety of events from 20 guests up to 400 

guests.

OUR LOCATION



THE WINE 
ROOM

The Wine Room, outlined by 
a 20 foot wine wall displaying 
hundreds of wines from the 
South of France, Italy, and Spain, 
is ideal for elegant sit-down 
dinners for up to 36 guests. This 
dining room is a perfect choice 
for special dinners to share a 
memorable dining experience. 

DINING: 36
RECEPTION: N/A
SQUARE FOOTAGE: 462
DIMENSIONS: 14’W X 33’L
CEILING HEIGHT: 15’



COCKTAIL 
AREA

The scene-stealing, long, white 
marble bar invites you inside 
where guests can relax with 
one of our signature cocktails 
and savory bites. The openness 
of the space with views to the 
Lounge and Cafe create a lively 
atmosphere perfect for a cocktail 
reception for 20-50 guests. 
Combine this space with the 
Lounge for a cocktail reception 
for up to 100 guests.

STANDING: 50



THE LOUNGE

The open space exudes the 
French Riviera atmosphere with 
stunning views of the entire 
restaurant. From unique olive 
branch votives that illuminate the 
room to the warm and inviting 
décor — this lounge really 
delivers for an unforgettable 
experience. With seating up 
to 42 guests, the naturally lit 
lounge can be transformed into 
a cocktail reception area that is 
sure to impress your guests.

DINING: 42
STANDING: 50
STANDING (In Combination 
With Cocktail Area): 100



THE CAFÉ

The Café is a bright space 
featuring an airy ambiance, 
which overlooks the rest of the 
restaurant. This is a space that 
can sit up to 56 guests for a 
seated function, or paired with 
the adjacent communal table, 
which is a high-topped granite 
table, featuring fresh rosemary, 
for up to 72 guests.

CAPACITY: 72



THE
COMMUNAL

TABLE
The sleek marble communal table 
and space around it is an ideal 
setting for birthdays and informal 
celebrations. The table itself 
accommodates 16 people sitting 
or about 25 people mingling 
around it. A special menu was 
designed by our chefs to bring a 
constant flow of shareable dishes 
to the table with enough variety 
to please every guest.

DINING: 16
STANDING: 25


